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At 2 p.m. we halted at a canal inspection bungalow for a picnic tiffin. 
This bungalow was in first-rate order and stood in a fine, well-wooded, 
garden. We were loath to leave, but the call of the trout urged us. onward 
as, by this time, Andy had forgotten all about Sweet"and Twenty. 

8ixmiles short of Pathankot we struck the main Pathankot-Amritsar 
road and headed east. 

At Pathankot we took in petrol. Otherwise there is nothing good to be 
said of the place; it is noisy, dirty and .dusty like all the newly formed 
motor 'bus centres in India. It is the gateway to Kangra, the country of 
the' Do gras. . 

(To be continued.) 

• 
<.turrcn tlttcratu re. 

CALLENDER AND FRENCH. Wound Ballistics: Studies in the Mechanism 
of Wound Production by Rifle Bullets; The Military Surgeon. 
Vol. 77, No. 4. 1935. 

This paper is an apparently successful attempt to explain the pro
duction of wounds by bullets without reference to the complicated 
mathematical formulreof ballistics and is based on experiments conducted 
by the authors and onbers chiefly on inanimate material. 

Experimental studies of the action of bullets in animal tissues began 
about 1880, prompted by the adoption of the breech-loading magazine rifle, 
and have yielded results of considerable value to the military surgeon. 
With these rifles the initial velocities were about 2,000 foot seconds and 
experimental studies with them enabled La Garde to preaict the character 
of the wounds which occurred during the • Spanish-American war. The 
bullets then in use weighed about 200 grains and were: about 0'30 in 
calibre. They tended to maintain a head.:ooposition .and produced the 
least destructive .. wounds on record. . 

The introductibnof a lighter pointed bullet with a higher muzzle 
velocity of about 2,400 to 2;700 foot seconds materially modified the wounds 
caused by military rifles and most combatants employed such missiles in 
the war of 1914-1918. 

Various interesting observations have been noted in the medical 
histories of the. Great War. Chief among these.was that blood-vessels were 
frequently ruptured at a considerable distance from the track of the· bullet 
with a great increase in secondary hremorrhage. Other effects were the 
separation of fascial planes for. considerable distances and the great destruc
tionoccurringwhen bone, parenchymatous tissue or fluid~filled viscera were 
hit. The relatively small entrance arid exit wounds caused by the pointed 
bullet received little notice. 

In "'fhe Medical History of the World War," published. by the 
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Government of the. United States,.Wilson writes with regard to small~arm 
missiles that iI The wounding effects of a bullet depend on: (a)· The amount 
of energy it transmits to the tissues; (b) the velocity of the transmission; 
(0) the direction of the transmitted energy; and (d) the density of the 
tissues. The first three of these factors depend almost entirely on the 
energy, velocity and shape of the bullet. 

The results of the experimental work carried out sin.ce the war· have 
reveal!ed no facts at variance with .this statement although considerable 
additional information has been gained. 

The first of the experiments recorded in this paper consisted in 
shooting at animals at different ranges with rifle bullets of varying 
calibre, an attempt being made to ascertain the amount of energy used in 
producing the lesion by determining the loss of velocity of the bullet 
in its passage through the animal tissues. :From these experiments 
sufficient data were obtained to make it possible to determine not only the 
energy loss but the rate of that loss, i.e. the power used in producing 
wounds. 

These experiments were carried out on anresthetized animals, the 
velocities of the bullet at the different stages of its flight, both before and 
after penetration of the tissues, being determined by the interposition at 
different stages of screens, contact with which was recorded on an electric 
chronograph. The following results were noted : The most destructive 
W6unds were produced at 300 yards with all bullets; the least destructive 
at 600 yards, while those at 1,000 yards were intermediate in type; shots 
from the same lot of ammunition showed a considerable degree of variation 
in destructiveness; the smallest calibre (0·256) bullet produced the worst 
wounds at all ranges; pointed bullets at velocities in excess of 2,500 foot
seconds frequently broke up on striking bone; bullets with rounded points 
at velocities in excess of 2,000 foot-seconds break up on hitting bone just 
as a soft·nosed bullet does. 

Preliminary experiments in which bullets were fired into masses of clay 
at an impact velocity of 2,500 foot-seconds showed entrance wounds about 
four times the diameter of the bullet, the track continuing at this diameter 
for approximately 31 inches from the entrance, gradually enlarging to about 
4 inches in diameter and then diminishing to the size of the entrance. 

The relative importance of shape, velocity and mass of bullets was 
investigated by shooting through tins filled with water, and among other 
points it was noted that when using a Krag 220 grain bullet with a velocity 
of 2,000 foot-seconds and a 0'30 calibre 150 grain bullet at 2,700 foot-seconds, 
both having approximately the same energy, the former traversed a five
gallon tin without breaking it open, while the latter always burst it. The 
explanation is found in the greater velocity given by the 0'30 bullet to the 
particles of water scattered by the missile and transmitted by them to other 
particles. As a result of these experiments, it is shown that velocity is·o£ 
greater importance than massinthisrespect. . 
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The article then goes on to a discussion of the movements of a bullet in 
the air; the spin given by the rifling. of the barrel tending to. keep the long 
axis parallel to its position at the time it. was launched, while other forces 
tend to make it gyrate, or yaw, round its centre of gravity, causing rotation 
of the axis about the line of flight. When the bullet enters a medium 
denser than air the force which maintained it in the head-on position in air 
becomes insufficient to keep itin this position and the gyration is increased. 
As this yaw increases more of the bullet's area is presented to the medium. 
Variations in the position of the centre of gravity and minor damages, such 
as may occur during ordinary handling of the bullet, lead to variations in 
the extent of the yaw and so to differences in the amount of damage done 
by bullets from the same clip fired under exactly similar conditions. 

The character of the medium into which the bullet plunges, e.g. density, 
hardness, elasticity and cohesiveness, plays a part in deciding whether it 
will give up more or less of its kinetic energy. 

The degree of destruction is dependent to the greatest extent on the 
relation between the density of the tissue and the velocity of the missile; 
the greater the density and the greater the velocity the greater the 
destruction. . 

When a bullet hits fluid-filled viscera, among which are included large 
blood-vessels, force is disseminated in all directions in accordance with 
physical laws and explosive ruptures occur with scattering of these 
structures and their contents as secondary missiles. 

While velocity gives a missile kinetic energy and the ability to do work 
there appear to be critical velocities which produce more outstanding 
results. At velocities of 600 to 1,000 foot-seconds both velocity and yaw 
are of less importance than the shape of the. bullet. With velocities of 
2,500 foot-seconds or more there is transmission of the bullet forces to a 
greater distance from its track, the wounds showing a remarkable amount 
of tissue pUlping. 

Velocity as commonly understood explaius wound effects, but it is 
noted that high frequency sound vibrations can cause coagulation of 
egg albumin, and it is suggested that the frequency of the vibrations 
caused by a bullet may be capable of producing results of a similar order. 

The amount of energy transmitted to the tissues is dependent on the 
square Of the velocity of the projectile and the density of the tissues. The 
yaw of the bullet is responsible to a great extent for the direction of t4e 
transmitted energy. The factors of greatest importance are therefore velocity, 
tissue density and bullet balance, which last is a function of its shape, the 
position of its centre of gravity and the spin imparted to it .on discharge. 

The main .. conclusions are summarized as follows :- . 
(1) The w6unding effects of a bullet depend on the transformation of its 

kinetic energy into power, and this varies directly as the presentation of 
the bullet, the density of the medium it enters, and the cube of its velocity, 
but inversely as its mass. 

5 
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(2) (Gyroscopic force nlainfains the positionofbilllets in the air, but 
fails to d() so in denser media, and thus the delivery of energy is increased. 

(3) The character 6f the tissue struck modifies' the wound. 
(4) Bullets entering fluid-filled viscera transmit their forces equally in 

all directions. 
(5) The physical disturbance initiated bya bullet in its passage lasts 

longer than the time the bullet spends in the tissues. 
. (6) Bullets at'v~locities over 3,000 foot-seconds cause trimsrriission of 

'energy 'forgreatdist~noes'arid dest'ructibnof tissue over wide areas. 
, , • (7)' At striking v~l~cities bf2,600 foot-seconds brover, a pO'irited;hard 
metal-jacketed lead-:-cored bulletstrikingnard bone splits at the base and 
pieces of the jacket and core act assecon,da'ry missiles: ' 

CLAUBERG, K. W. Die E:lpidemiologische ,Bewer,tung derDiphtherie
bazillentrager vom Standpunkt der 'l'ypenlehre aus. '. [The Epidemio
logical Significance of Diphtheria Carriers from the Standpoint of 
Bacterial'Types.] . Muench. Med. Woch: 1935, v.' 82, 944-47 .. 

Of ::12@ cases of diphtheria occurring inB'erlin' 96' were gravis 
infections. Of the latter, 35 were severe cases with paralysis, 44 were of 
medidmseverity and 17 were mild cases. Of 44 <, intermediate "infections 
2' 'were severe while of 18 mitis infections only 1 was severe. . Twentv-nine 
carriers from the general population consisted of 6 gravis; 1 <, intermediate," 
21 mitis and. 1 atypical infection .. Among the 96 gravis cases the case
hrortality was 17'7 per cent., while among 18 mitis cases it was nil. 'I'he 
proportion of gravis to mitis among' cases of diphtheria was 96 : 18, while 
,arriong carriers in the ()rdinary popUlation it was 6 :2L ,. Further observa
tions showed the following distribution of types in the con'secutive years in 
1933-34, gravis cases 215, mitis cases 74; gra'viscarriers 47, mitis carriers 
}]9, In 1934"35 gravis cases 253, mitis cases S5.Asurveyofcarriers in 
the ordinary population at the time showed 89 gravis to 287.mitis infections. 
Among carriers who had been" contacts" there were 126 gravis to I1mitis 
infections. ",'. ',. 

The duration b£:thecahi~r state in: lOO'carriers was 1 to 191 days: (average 
18 days). Twelve graviscarriersper~istedfor5 to 161 days (average 43) 
and 5 mitiscari:ietspersisted fori to 18 days (average 9). It thus appears 
that in Beriin at leas't; (p;avisinfectionis' considerably rarer among the 
carriers of the genera!' population than 'mitis, but ismuch more common 
among cases and contacts. It therefore seems advisable in efforts to con
trol diphtheria by segregation of carriers, &c., to focus on those showing a 
gravis infection, neglecting those with a mitis infection. In this direction 
macroscopic diagnosis on tellurite plates (Clauberg's medium) is of great help 
since it allows diagnosis and typing to be done in one operation and large 
numbers of cultures oan be examined in a short time. [The paper should 
be read in its' entirety by those 'interested~J C. C. OKELL. 

Reprinted from" Bullel'in of Hygiene," Vol. 10,. No, 10. 
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